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Abstract: In this  paper a watermarking based on Fresnel transform, discrete wavelet transform with
support of chaotic sequence will be present. W here the Fresnel transform is  applied to the hos t  ima ge

a c c o rding to the dis tance parameter (D) in order to encrypt it. After that the DW T will be applied  t o  t h e
encrypted image to create a channels  for embedding the copywrite information that encrypted by us ing

chaotic sequence. Th e  in it ia l condition of this  sequence is  cons ider as  key (k2), the Fresnel transform is

depending on dis tance parameter “D” (which is  cons idered as  a key (k1), a n d  the embedding into the
approximation coefficient of the DW T is  accomplished by key (k3). So we ha v e  t h re e  concatenated keys

that eavesdropper have to discover in order to decrypt the copywrite information wh ic h  is  c o ns idered a

robus t to the eavesdropper.
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INTRODUCTION

The fas t developments  of bus iness  o n the internet

multimedia such as  videos , sounds , an d  images ,
increases  the need to protect this  multimedia from

unauthorized access  and keep the rig h ts  of the owners

of this  mult imedia. The process  of embedding the
information about the owners  in a way that is  invis ible

and undetectable by eavesdrop p e r in the multimedia is

called a watermarking .[1 ,2]

In  the hos t image is  Fresne l t ransformed with[3 ,4]

various  dis tance depend on dis tance  parameter (D) in
order to obtain a channel for embeddin g  the copywrite

information. The dis tance parameter (D) re p resents  the

key of e n cryption. The eavesdropper can obtain the
protected data b y finding D, and scan the channels  for

embedded information.

In  a chaotic sequence is  generated  a ccording to[5]

logis tic map, which is  used to encrypt  t h e  c opywrite

information, and then embedded in the middle sequence

coefficients  of the DW T domain. The eavesdropper can
o btain the DW T, scan its  domain for encrypted da t a ,

a n d  rescan for the key of encryption to decrypt  t h is

data.
Our proposed method will combine the DW T and

chaotic sequence with the Fresnel transform, where the
Fresnel transform is  applied to the hos t image

according to predefined dis tance parameter D, which is

the key of encrypting this  image (K1). Then we find
the DW T for the transformed imag e  in  order to isolate

the detailed coefficients  from the approximation

coefficients . At the same time  a chaotic sequence is
genera t e d by us ing Logis tic Map, The initial condition

of this  sequence is  cons ide re d as  the key (k2) that will
b e  u sed to encrypt the copywrite information. The

chaotic sequence  mu s t have the same length of the

copywrite information. Then the  e n crypted data is
embedded into the approximation coefficient of the

DW T of the transformed image according to key (k3).

This  pape r is  organized as  follows; in section two
the theory of DW T, Fresnel transform, and c h a otic

sequence will be present. The proposed method with its

s imulation will be present in section three and four
respectively. Finally section fiv e will contains  the

conclus ion.

2. Theory of the Discrete Fresnel Trans form,

Discrete Wavelet Transform, and Chaotic Sequence:
2.1Di s crete Fresnel Trans form:  Fresnel transform[3]

describes  the wave propagation in the Fresnel

d iffraction region as  shown in Fig.1 the dis tance
between planes  f(x1, y1) and f(x2, y2) depends  on the

dis tance parameter D, this  paramete r c a n defuse the

image in original plane f(x1, y1). Dis tance parameter
p la ys  as  the key of encryption of the image because if

the value of D is  increased  o r d e creased it will diffuse

the image to be jus t a noisy ima ge. Fig.2 explains  the
effect of parameter D. W hile Fig.3 shows the

computation of Fresnel transform.

2.2 Di s c rete Wavelet Trans form (DWT) for 2-D

Signal: A 2-D DW T is  equivalent to t wo  one
dimens ional DW T in series . It’s  imp le me n ted as  1 -D

row transform followed by  1 -D column transform on

the data obtained from the row transform a s  s h o wn in
Fig. 4.  W here  h(n)&g(n)  are  the lowpass  filter and
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Fig. 1: Fresnel Transform of a 2-D Model

Fig. 2: Fresnel Transform for Different Dis tance Parameter (D).

Fig. 3: The Flow of Calculation of Fresnel Transform

Fig. 4: One Level Filter Bank for Computation of 2-D DW T.
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h ighpass  filter which splits  the s ignal int o  t wo
subspaces , the low pass  filter generates  the details  of

the s ignal (XL) and the high pass  filter generate s  the

noise s ignal (XH). XLL, XHL, XLH, an d  XHH are the
details -sub s ign a l, noise detail subs ignal, detail noise

subs ignal and noise subs ignal respectively. The
embedding of message  will be in the noise subs ignal

in order not to effect on the original s ignal .[6]

An example for implementing the 2-D DW T Harr
t ype is  shown in fig.5. Fig.5.b and fig.5.c shows the

one and the two level 2-D DW T respect iv e ly  for the

original image shown in fig.5.a. T h e  firs t Quarter of
the firs t sub image in the left u p p e r c o rner of fig.5.c

represents  the details  of original s ig n al the right lower

corner represent the nois e  s u b image where our secret
message will be embedded . [7]

2.3 Chaotic Sequence: The chaotic sequence d e p e nds

on the initial condition where a two sequence with

closely initial condition will give different sequenc e  .[8 ]

So that th e  initial condition of the chaotic sequence

represents  the key of encry ption in crypto sys tem. In

this  paper a chaotic sequence us ing logis tics  map [5]

will b e  u sed to encrypt the message. The logis tic map

is  defined as :

X(n+ 1 )=r*X(n) *mod(q)

                                              and p is a

co - prime to q

The map is  chaotic for all r and has  lyapunov

exponent ë=log r >0.

3. Proposed Method: Our proposed me t h o d s  is  shown

in fig.6, as  shown in this  figure the hos t ima g e  mus t
be firs t encrypted by Fresnel transform acco rd ing to D

parameter (which is  cons idered as  k1)then a two level

2-D DW T is  applied to the encrypted hos t image to
creates  a channels  for embedding. At the same time the

text messag e  is  encrypted by chaotic sequence that
have been  g e n e rated according to a specific initial

point (which is  cons idered as  k2) then the text message

is  Exclus ively ORed (XOR) with the chaot ic sequence
to generate the encrypted text message . knowing that

the chaotic sequence length mus t equal to the length of

the message.
The encrypted message is  embedded into the noise

subspace of the encrypted split hos t image. The

embedding is  done according to  p redefined pos itions
(this  pos itions  is  cons idered as  k3).

A fter all that inverse 2-D DW T then the in v e rs e

Fresnel transform is  applied to the e ncrypted split hos t
image to get the watermarked image.

4 . S imulation of Proposed Method: The s imulation o f
our proposed method will be planned into s ix p a rt s  as

follows:

4.1 Encrypting of the Hos t Image: Consider the

image shown in Fig.7 (a) this  image will be encrypte d
b y  Fresnel transform according to D=50 as  shown in

Fig.7 (b). As  shown in fig.7 (b), it is  diffic ult to

recognize the original image, however D must be
chosen s o  t h a t the inverse Fresnel transform gives  us

the original image with no observable changes  in it.

4.22-D DW T: To prepare this  encrypted image for

embed d in g  it mus t be split into s ignal and noise
subspaces  which are done by two level 2-D DW T, as

sho wn  in  fig.8. For higher security we took second
level of the 2-D DW T.

4.3 Encryption of the Text Massage: Cons ider the
text massage “Univers ity of Bagh d a d” that we want to

watermark in the hos t image, firs t we have to convert

it to binary number, and the n  we  h ave to generate a
chaotic sequence with same length of the binary

sequence of t h e  massage. The chaotic sequence is

generated according to logis t ic  map with initial
condit io n  0.5. Finally, the binary sequence of the

message is  Exclus ively ORed (XOR) with the chaotic

sequence, which is  the encrypted message.

4.4 Embedding the  Enc r ypte d Me s s ag e : The
encrypted message will b e  e mb edded in the second

le v e l of the noise subspace of the encrypted split

image . T h e embedding will be in any predefined
pos itio n with different order. Knowing that the two

levels  2-D DW T results  in 128*128 c o e fficients , which

means  that the second noise subspace (HH2) will be in
pos itions  (32,32) to (64, 64). In this  examp le  we  will

embed in main diagonal of HH2, that is  in (32, 32) to

(52, 52), because the length of the message is  20.
Hence k3= {(32, 32), (33, 33), . . ., (52, 52)}. The

encrypted  s p lit image after embedding is  shown in
Fig. 9.

4.5 Recons truction of Watermarked Image: Inverse
2-D DW T and inverse Fresnel transform is  applie d

respectively to the encrypted split image. The obtained

image is  the final watermarke d image (Fig. 10) as  we
can see it’s  not affected by encryption.

4 .6  Re c ons tr uc ti on  of the  Te xt Massag e :
Recons truction of text image can be do n e if and only

if we hav e  t he three predefined keys , k1 (D), K2

(initial conditio n  fo r the chaotic sequence), and k3
(map of embedding).
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Fig. 5: 2-D DW T for One and Two Levels .

Fig. 6: The proposed Algorithm

Fig. 7: a) Original Image, b) Fresnel Transform Image for D=50
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Fig. 8: The Two Level 2-D DW T of the Fresnel Image.

Fig. 9: The encrypted split image after embedding

Fig. 10: The Original Image after Decryption.
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T h e  Fresnel transform is  applied to the
watermarke d  image by us ing k1, to get the domain

used for embedding.

The obtained image is  transformed by  t wo level 2-
D DW T to get the spa ce of embedding. Then, the

binary embedded sequence is  recons t ru cted from
sp e cified pos itions  of the noise subspace according to

k3. Finally the message will be output of bit XOR

operation between the recons tructed sequence and the
regenerated chaotic sequence according to K2.

5 . Conclus ions : If we assume that, the eavesdro p p e r
knows the encryption process , then in order to o b t a in

the text message, the eav esdropper has  to know keys

k1, k2, a nd k3. The chaotic sequence initial value (k2)
is  very sens itive to any change in its  value, so that the

eavesdropper have to obtain exactly its  value wh ic h is
difficult and time consuming. The dis tance parameter

“D” (k1) of Fresnel transform is  a ls o  re quired a long

time to obtain its   v alue, where any change in its  value
will change the imag e obtained. Finally, the mapping

of the two level 2-D DW T (k3) is  required to scan all

the noise subspace to obtain the required encrypted
message which is  also a time consuming process .
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